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From the producers that brought Recall by Eliza Clark to Toronto Fringe in 2017.

“It’s rare to find a top-notch sci-fi show at the Fringe that doesn’t also flirt with satire”. 4N’s. -Now

Magazine

“Recall spoke to me. It’s a clever play with charismatic performances and strong world building. It’s also

completely unlike anything I’ve ever seen before and I would gladly watch it again.”-Spotlight on Stories

“The best thing Seven Siblings has ever done, Recall works on every level.” Grade: A- My Entertainment

World

My Entertainment World 2017 Critics’ Pick Awards:

Outstanding Actor (small) nominee: Luis Fernandes, Outstanding Actress (small) nominee: Genevieve

Adam, Outstanding Ensemble (small) nominee: Ensemble

Praise for actor/writer, Will King:

From the Water (2018)

“An impressive piece of work. I am almost stunned, disbelieving, because this is a remarkable first play

on several fronts.” -BarczaBlog

“King does a fantastic job with both the quietly determined original Peter and his wide-eyed clone self,

fascinated with the world and humanity’s nuances, but without the hang of either.” -Mooney on Theatre

Picasso at the Lapin Agile (2016)

“Will King delivers a wonderful high-wire comedy act as the play’s standout (by a mile) character Albert

Einstein.” - MyEntWorld

“As a young Albert Einstein, Will King’s accent and mannerisms stayed steady throughout the 90 minute

play. It would be easy to slip in and out of character and veer into parody instead of a respectful depiction

of Einstein. Indeed, I felt as if I was watching a young genius passionately speaking about ideas which

would one day lead him to greatness.” -The Charming Modernist

My Entertainment World 2016 Critics Pick Awards, Outstanding Actor (small) nominee: Will King

Praise for actor, Gordon Harper

Apprenticeship (2019): “The thing that makes me want to keep working with Gordon is he’s a

professional who’s very good at what he does” … “He’s super talented and has a great range to his

acting – he can go from playing my weird comedy bad guy, through to your classic rom-com lead,

through to horror movie villain. Whatever I throw at Gordon, he’s really good at just going with it.” - TFS

Blog

Praise for actor, Claire Shenstone-Harris

Lead Actor in The Bridge Official Selection Short Shorts Film Festival & Asia 2022, Official Selection

Manhattan Film Festival 2022, Official Selection Revelation Perth International Film Festival 2022.

Recipient of the Bonnie Hurren Prize for Consistency in Excellence at the Bristol Old Vic Theatre School,

UK (MA in Professional Acting).


